
Be A Pinterest Superstar



How To Use This Guide
Use this as a ready reference guide to
quickly help you get the best results when 
Pinning and Repinning.

You can use it alone or after you have 
watched the videos to remind you of the 
most important points when it comes to 
Pinterest success right now. 



The Perfect Pin
Has a 2:3 ratio such as 600x900

Is optimized with keywords and hashtags 
and has a compelling image so people 
click on it.

Links to a website.



The Perfect Pin
Has a catchy, benefit-oriented headline.

Has a clear call to action such as ‘Click 
Here To Learn More.’

Links to a website and the page that 
delivers what your Pin promises.





The Perfect Pin
Use templates to help you create perfect 
Pins quickly and easily.

Use different types of Pins including 
video Pins – simply upload the video you 
want to use to create your Pin.

Pin quality Pins consistently rather than 
trying to Pin as much as possible.



The Perfect Pin
Use templates to help you create perfect 
Pins quickly and easily.

Use different types of Pins including 
video Pins – simply upload the video you 
want to use to create your Pin.

Pin quality Pins consistently rather than 
trying to Pin or Repin as much as 
possible.



Repinning Dos & Don’ts
Don’t keep repinning the same Pin to the 
same boards, e.g. if you want to promote 
a particular product or blog post.

Instead, change the image and 
description each time otherwise it will 
look to Pinterest as if you are spamming.



Repinning Dos & Don’ts
Pin and Repin on a daily basis and 
several times a day if you can. 

To save time, you can use a scheduler 
such as Tailwind although I prefer to do it
manually, often using the app on my
phone. If you use a scheduler, make sure 
it is approved by Pinterest.



Remember…
Your first 5 Pins of the day are prioritized 
by Pinterest so choose wisely and choose 
your own Pins if possible!



Pins
Pins are ideas expressed visually that 
people save to Pinterest. Pins can be 
searched, saved and clicked on. 

Crucially, each one has a link which is 
why Pinterest is such a great traffic 
driver…



Think Seasonally
Pinterest loves you to take advantage of 
upcoming holidays and seasons so try to 
theme your Pins around these. 

It’s best to start around 45 days before a 
particular holiday or season so that your 
Pin has time to gain traction. 



Think Seasonally
Pinterest has its own guide to holidays 
and seasonal ideas that you can use to 
create highly effective Pins.

You can download the current version 
here:

https://business.pinterest.com/sub/business
/insights/PinterestSeasonalInsights-2019.pdf

https://business.pinterest.com/sub/business/insights/PinterestSeasonalInsights-2019.pdf






The Customer Journey
Think about your entire customer journey 
– or funnel – when creating Pins. That 
means thinking about the page the Pin 
links to. What kind of page is it?

Is it an opt-in page? A blog post with a 
call to action? A sales page? Where does 
that page lead? Are all these pages 
congruent with your Pin so that your 
customer does not get confused?



The Customer Journey
Make it easy for people by taking them 
through seamless steps.

Allow them to get to know you through 
Pins that link to blog posts and pages 
about you. Give value in those posts.

Introduce them to your products once 
they know you through product Pins and 
by linking from your blog posts to your 
sales pages.



Tell Your Story
Your Pins are another part of your online 
story – a compelling visual part.

They need to reflect you, your brand and 
your products so that people can instantly 
see that this is one of your Pins and what 
to expect from that Pin.
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